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F O R E W O R D  

Some of the glory of the Philippines lies in the 
beautiful variety of people and languages within its 
coasts. It is to the great credit of the national leadership 
over the years that no attempt has been made to destroy 
this national heritage. The goal has been instead to 
preserve its integrity and dignity while building on this 
strong foundation a lasting super-structure of national 
language and culture. 

The present book is one of many designed for this 
purpose. It recognizes the pedagogical importance of 
dividing literacy and second-language learning into two 
steps-literacy being the first. When a student has 
learned to read the language he understands best, the 
resulting satisfaction in his accomplishment gives the 
drive and confidence he needs to learn the national 
language. His ability to read, furthermore, is the 
indispensable tool for the study this program will 
require. 

- The Department of Education of the Philippines is 
proud to present this latest volume in a nationwide 
series designed to teach the national language through 
literacy in the vernaculars. It will strengthen both the 
parts of the nation and the whole. 

Juan L. Manuel 
Secretary 



F O R E W O R D  

One of the noble aims of Education is to equip every 
citizen to participate meaningfully in his society and to 
share in shaping the destiny of his country. Providing 
literacy instruction in each man's vernacular is a basic 
step in realizing this goal. To promote this purpose the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics works in agreement 
with and under the auspices of the Department of 
Education in the Preparation of instructional and 
supplementary reading materials for the various 
Cultural Minorities of our country. 

The Bureau of Public Schools takes pleasure, there- 
fore, in presenting this volume of literacy material 
which is part of its list of approved supplementary read- 
ing materials prepared for use by the Public School in 
the areas using the vernacular of these materials. 

LICERIA BRILLANTES SORIANO 
Director of Public Schools 



Preface 

This book was prepared for the Natunin Public Schools, grade 
one. Its aim is to introduce students to the basics of elementary 
mathematics and seeks to fulfill the requirements of the Course of 
Study for this grade. 

Mrs. Rosalia Benmaho, Mr. Peter Benmaho, and Mrs. Gloria 
, Baguingan assisted in the preparation. Mr. Baltazar Tid-ang and 

Mr. Manuel Dayag, who served as principals of Natunin District 
during this time, gave encouragement and help. 
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BULAN : 

1. Dinwari 
2. ~ iblal6y 
3. Malso 
4. Eprel 
5. Mayu 
6. Duun 
7.  Dulay 
8. Agos 
9. settembbl 

10. 0ktob6l 
11. ~ o b  bemb6l 
12. Dissemb6l 

Sabadu Apa tna Alemana 





































1. Wadan opat way agit Lisa. Kasen enaddan Junior hiya ah opat. 
Kamana amin hen awanay agit ad uwan? 

2. Indahan Silya hen lemay gonggongay. Indahan ag6 Tirnmy hen 
tolo way gonggongay . Kamana amin hen gonggongayda? 

3. Dimpap Laura hen &n&m way yuyu. Ah Wili dimpapna ag6 hen 
duway yuyu. Kamana amin hen dimpapda? 

4. Innalan Rita hen pitu way lubban. Inalan ag6 Filipi hen iha. 
Kamana arnin hen innalada. 
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1. ~ n h k y a t  Katalina hen waluy ahimun. Indatna hen opat way 
ahimun an Rohel. Kamana hen nehiba an Katalina? 

2. Ah Leno wadan walu way isewna. Iniddatna hen duwa an 
inana. Kamana hen nehiba an Leno ad uwan? 

3. Enagton Gawi hen walun iteng way paGey yag enhiyatna ah 
bable'y. Binayuna hen tolon iteng. Kamanay iteng hen nehiba? 

4. Ah Juan wadan walu way tepolyuna. Inniddatna hen 6n6m ah 
nangindatana. Kamana hen nehkba an hiya? 

























1. Ininggaw ah P6dag hen hempolo way luwang. Lemmayawda 
hen lema. Kamanada hen nehhba ah Pbdag? 

2. Ah Pedro indahana hen lemay aggama. Inalana kasen hen 
lema an Jose. Wa t kamana amin hen aggaman Pedro ? 

3. Tenammaw Julio hen opat way yuyu yag iniddat ag6 Pepe hen 
&dm. Wat kamana hen yuyun Julio? 

4. Binannaetan Luis hen hempolo way dalet. Enlaona hen pitu an 
Joey. Kamana hen nehiba an hiya? 
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1. Dimpap Consuela hen siyam way alaw. Inniddatna an Alte hen 
6n6m. Kamana hen nehhba an hiya? 

2. Wadan siyam way isew Rudy. Innidatna an Pepe hen lema. 
Kamana hen nehhba an hiya? 

3. Ah Alternio dimpapna hen siyam way kasole. Iniddatna hen 
opat an Jose. Kamanada hen nehhba? 

4. Wadan hen siyam way papan Alay. Enlaona hen pitu an Dali. 
Kamana hen nehhba? 



1. Enkepan Nancy hen walu way golteng . Anat iddat Jun hen iha. 

Kamana amindi ah lamong? 

2. Inbobolsan Enak hen pitu way kollowa y . Iniddat Leno hen duwa 

ag6y kolloway. Kamana hen am-amongna amin? 

3. Enaggudong Ruth hen 6n6m way lihd6g. Iniddat ag6 Virginia 
hen tolo. Kamana amin hen lamong naddi? 

4. Penantokan Patricio hen lemay aggu-u. Inniddat Juan ag6 hen 
opat an hiya. Nanteponona yag kaman amindi n;? 
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